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Internet access has been changing over the past few years.  While traditional PC access still remains the larger source of internet
connectivity, mobile is nearly on an equal footing. The utilization of mobile connections will most likely eclipse PC access in the
near future. This transformation from the PC to mobile devices is a reality, and this doesn't only mean traditional hand-sets, but
tablets, micro PC's and NetBooks. Recent studies indicate that more Americans are performing their online banking activities via
mobile devices than ever before, and the trend is growing. 

We are seeing increasing interest from credit unions looking to implement more robust online and mobile platforms. Many mem-
bers want the mobile convenience of on-the-go bill pay, PFM, and other standard online banking features and functionality, and it
is critical to be able to deliver all of this in a single application in order to retain brand continuity. The fact is busy consumers real-
ly want the anywhere, anytime access capabilities that mobile delivers, and many will rarely, if ever access their credit union
accounts from a PC.

All of our online banking clients have mobile banking from Connect FSS, and our credit union partners appreciate our approach to
the digital experience - make it seamless, and make sure our solutions are able to meet member demand and expectations. There
are no bolt-ons or disconnects with our platform because we are truly multi-channel: from online account opening to online bank-
ing to mobile banking, we tailor our deployments to fit each credit union's unique situation and business priorities. For example,
some of our clients are looking to shed deposits, while others are focused more on new member acquisition, so we deliver the
modules that best suit their particular digital needs in accomplishing their strategic goals.  We are also able to support and deliv-
er on the growing mobile utilization trend by enabling "mobile-only" capabilities across our solution offerings.

At Connect we base our solutions on the latest technology which means that there are little to no encumbrances typical of the lega-
cy architectures that hinder other providers. Our user interface is powerful and flexible - it is designed to enable members to eas-
ily and quickly perform the most common online banking tasks with minimal clicks. However, if members prefer the older style sum-
mary page view, we support that as well, empowering the member to chose what they enjoy most. Member preferences and lis-
tening to our credit union clients are two things that drive our overall development efforts, and our designers and developers are
committed to ease of use for members of all experience levels.

Going forward, we are working hard on what we call the "build once" model. This approach involves
building a flexible user interface that is portable across all the various channels. With this architecture,
the content can reformat on the fly; in essence, it is self-sensing based on the device's screen size and
resolution. Using HTML5 and other sophisticated tools, we are able to leverage web-page components
within our apps to allow little used pages to be supported and not clutter or complicate the application
experience.

Our deep integration and customization capabilities enable us to deliver a virtual branch to our credit
union clients and their members. With the exception of depositing or withdrawing cash, we enable cred-
it union members to be able to duplicate their branch visits on their PCs, smartphone or tablets. We strive
to provide our clients with all of the tools that they need to deliver a unified consistent digital experience
for their members.
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